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Welcome to WAIL Music Magazine! 
We’re all about musicians who can WAIL!!! Any genre, any style, any instrument, 
any flavor! We are always looking for musicians that have put in years of time 
and energy perfecting their sound, who deserve to be recognized so we can 
bring them into the spotlight. Feel free to get involved and help spread inde-
pendent music!

WAIL Music Magazine was launched online in spring of 2015 and since then 
has established itself quickly as an influential source of independent music 
coverage. WAIL has made MILLIONS of impressions on the behalf of the inde-
pendent music scene! The idea of  “For Musicians, By Musicians” is gratuitously 
accepted by musicians and music enthusiasts alike. We're bringing you phe-
nomenal artists from all around the world but most importantly we're giving 
independent music the exposure it needs to put it where it belongs. 
In the ears, heads, and hearts of the fans.

Check out our website for more awesome independent music! 
For information on features or advertising inquiries visit:

WAILmusicmag.com 

© 2018 WAIL MUSIC, wailmusicmag.com 
WAIL Music Magazine is a trademarked company.  

Any form of reproduction of any content without the written permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited.
All band logos and artwork are property of the artists.

Cover Photo: © 2018 Paul Victor                                            Logo: © 2018 WAIL MUSIC 

People like YOU listen to a vari-
ety of genres. WAIL is proud to 
be the only ALL INDY, all-genre, 
100% musician-ran, indepen-
dent music magazine in the 
Pacific Northwest. We're putting 
the magic back into indepen-
dent music! If you would like 
to get involved as a distributor 
contact us!  Make sure to check 
WAIL out on social media, LIKE, 
SHARE and follow us for NEW 
awesome independent music! 

Victoria, BC    Alt Hard Rock/Metal
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With an ever-evolving arsenal of sounds, 
Sonderous is breaking down the barriers of 
genres. Utilizing edgy guitar licks, a wide 
range of vocal styles, progressive structure 
and hard-hitting energy they have formed 
an extraordinary sound that stands on 
its own. Tyrell Beal (Vocals, Guitar) adds 
melodious anthem style vocals and intense 

screams for an intrigu-
ing and captivating 
presence within the

 music. His lyrics cover 
a wide range of real-life struggles with insightful 
undertones. He started the band with Travis Chrysler 
(Drums) who had a background of playing in thrash 
metal bands and a diploma in jazz drumming to add 
complex rhythms, rapid blasts of energy and a dis-
tinct feel to their sound. Zach Cameron (Bass) soon 
joined the project con-
tributing some powerful, 
chunky bass lines to the 
driving force of the proj-
ect. After writing songs 
for a year Dylan Lammie 
(Guitar) joined the group 
bringing his exhilarating 

lead guitar chops to the table. Song after song 
is bursting with killer solos and fierce lead riffs 
for an unforgettable experience you’ll need to 
listen to over and over again. Their 5 track EP, 
released July 2017 demonstrates their ability 
of engrossing songwriting techniques, catchy 
hooks, soulful melodies and relentless velocity. They have an unrivaled 

blend of passion, melody and ferocity, 
fine-tuned for a complete, satisfying 
submersion into the state of mind that 
is Sonderous. The 'Sonderous EP' is 
available for streaming and download 
on most major digital platforms. Tak-
ing pride in their devotion to regularly 
unleashing thrilling live performanc-
es, they will be playing shows on the 
mainland this summer that you will 
definitely not want to miss. Their full-
length album comes out later this year!

  sonderous.ca                            J. Wesley - WAIL 

http://wailmusicmag.com/home
http://wailmusicmag.com/apply
http://instagram.com/wailmusicmag
http://twitter.com/wailmusicmag
http://facebook.com/wailmusicmag
http://sonderous.ca


J.WESLEY
Powerful... A word thrown around by many art-
ists. How often does the word actually hit home? 
Well, in the case of J. Wesley it’s like a bullseye, 
dead center and bang-on. His tasteful mix of 
reggae-esque melodies and incendiary rock 
overtones is such a breath of fresh air in this land 
of carbon copied cut out artists. A true original. 
Then there’s his powerful vocal chops. Every 
track is heartfelt and determined, purposeful yet 
whimsical. He effortlessly keeps your ear tuned 
in and turned on. The fresh feeling you get from 
his songs will have you humming his melodies 
long after the track has ended. 

Born in Vancouver and raised in Western Cana-
da, his musical pedigree stems from early exposure to many different cultures. 
Music was and continues to be the biggest part of his life. Exposure to music 
in his early years helped to solidify his deep connection to all things musical. 
His desire to improve, create and express have led him down a path of excel-

lence and determination. And, here he 
is today, standing among giants. Proving 
his worth with every beautiful song, 
every heart felt melody and every insane-
ly catchy riff. You can instantly here the 
unique nature of his musical style, and 
his songs reach across all boundaries of 
genre. Found within his pieces, there is 
an infusion of many styles. Reggae vibes 
in some, Jazz in others. His love of rock 
grooves, blues, even Latin feels all the 
way to the rhythm patterns found in 
electronica. He refuses to be labeled and 
his music stands alone! 

The core of his music is wrapped up in the lyrics. Past experience plays a role in 
all of it, as he shares his experiences and outlook through his songs... They ex-
plore ways of thinking to overcome real-life struggles to create your own reality 
and not letting the harsh cruel parts of existence take over your consciousness. 
Very personal and gifted in depth, these pieces of his soul are put to the beat of 
his heart. All of this is mixed together with intense, powerful vocal techniques 
that are rarely heard in music anymore and a deep desire to spread love and 
awareness throughout the world. It simply creates a one of a kind musician and 
performer. Once you listen to his songs, you come to one simple conclusion. 
There’s only one J. Wesley.

Grab a copy of J. Wesley's brand new debut EP and subscribe for more updates!

WAILmusicmag.com/jwesley    Morgan Toutant - WAIL

Victoria, BC 
Blues, Rock, Reggae
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Beyond Land

Deep Sea Gypsies
One part 60’s psychedelic blues rock, one part 
70’s southern rock and a splash of funk and 
a whole lotta soul, this laid-back yet deter-
mined entity has a wandering soul in life and 
in music. Roaming these genres with groovy 
basslines, rhythmic vocals, and psychedelic 
guitar solos. These tunes hit your ears, in 
a way that is amenable and carefree. Like 
healing for the soul, they paint a picture of 
an easy going, long road trip.  A very famil-
iar feeling always has a presence throughout 
their albums. Out of the smooth-spoken 
Johnny Regimbal flows momentous lead 
vocal melodies that speak to you and remain 
in your ears. Nostalgic and spunky feel-good 
guitar licks are strewn around DSG's groovy, 

bonafide sound. Marty 
Boggs is a true gypsy 
with his stirring, no-
madic bass lines and backing vocals. Greg Moore has a 
hypnotic, aware and au courant style of drumming and 
also adds to the band's feel on vocals. Authentic and 
undaunted, this instant classic is gaining some well-de-
served attention. If you haven't heard of these guys yet 
be sure to check out their latest album 'Rough Waters' 
on most major digital platforms. 
deepseagypsies.com           J. Wesley - WAIL

Victoria, BC      Blues, Rock
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A band with roots in Latin music and 
also with a country vibe reminiscent 
of the early 90's. Their new single "City 
Lights" is a song that could be a sum-
mer hit for the band that's been around 
since 2016. Flipe Magalhaes (Lead Vo-
cals, Guitar) started playing open mics 
in Burnaby and quickly became friends 
with other like musicians. After some 
jam sessions, he really formed a bond 
with Alex Shroeder (Guitar) and Brett 
Selinger (Bass).  After finding their 
drummer Parker Stephenson the pow-

erhouse was complete and they began playing gigs around the Greater Vancou-
ver Area. "City Lights" will definitely bring attention to this band, the singing of 
Felipe and the backups are on point. The song is about how the city lights bring 
two people together and the desire to be with that person. The guitar tones and 
the funky breakdown in the middle of the song is a colourful display of the 
band’s depth.  Parker Stephenson's drumming is steady and keeps everything 
moving. Beyond Land has made a great song that will hopefully propel them 
into new heights in the Vancouver music scene. Look for them headlining 
venues around Vancouver and also the live music videos that they release on a 
monthly basis. Check out their new tracks dropping the in summer as well!
beyondland.bandzoogle.com   Joseph Sloan - WAIL

Vancouver, BC    Rock

http://wailmusicmag.com/jwesley
http://deepseagypsies.com
http://beyondland.bandzoogle.com


The Reed Effect
Pulling from far and wide across 
the spectrum of rock music, TRE 
is an insanely, unique and catchy 
project! Loud and in-your-face 
stoner rock riffage, melodic and 
rugged vocals. Experimental 
progressions kidnap your con-
sciousness for some unexpected 
journeys in the midst of these 
booming, overpowering melo-
dies. The power trio is made up of Kirk Reed on guitar, Chris Reed on bass 
and drummer Bryan Fontez. They have a very alluring, distinguished sound 
with inescapable depths. Be warned, the level of gnar in this original, mod-
ern, hard ass rock makes for some highly addictive material. Check out their 
album 'A Strange Curiosity' and be sure to crank it up! 
thereedeffect.com               J. Wesley - WAIL

Haunting, brassy and fierce, this unique bluesy punk 
rock sound has a ton of character and an infinite 
supply of euphonious, thrilling melodies. The voices 
of the members create inspiring melodic harmonies 
and they have an unrivaled synergy within their 
sound. Danny Lovelock adds catchy, passionate gui-
tar riffs with a rich feel and his piercing vocals soar 
over the music. Vocalist and bassist Natalee Fera, has 

an efficacious voice, catchy feel and hits impactful high notes with immense force. Their 
lyrics have an honest, raw reflection. They have a slight garage/grunge cut with melodic 
bursts of guitar that hijack your focus. Clean and precise, Kenny Dietrich adds a steady 
beat on drums and emphasizes the prodigious sound. Kylan Prince chimes in with strong 
back-up vocals, and finely-calibrated guitar solos. The dynamic chemistry of this band is 
an infatuating, transcendent experience. Their new LP is set to be released September 2018 
featuring the singles "I Like Your Face" and "Taste My Breath." 
marrymemusic.ca               Misty Ferner - WAIL

Rough and tough, true Irish grit! From modern Irish punk rock anthems to tra-
ditional folk foot-stompers, you'll be singing along and poundin' your fist to their 
catchy tunes. They're a rowdy, grungy, Maritimes brigade full of fierce energy and 
warlike passion. The islander five-piece unleashes a barrage of instruments includ-
ing banjo, mandolin, and bagpipes for a full fledge, carnivalesque live performance. 
They run in the lines of union anthems and feature anti-corporate media take-
downs, tributes to fallen friends and political issues. Throw on 'The St. Padraig's EP,' 
prepare to have your kilt blown off and raise your drink for good times!  
thegrinningbarretts.bandcamp.com            -WAIL Music Magazine

Marry Me

Toronto, ON   Hard/Psych Rock 

Vancouver, BC
Blues-Punk
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Chemainus, BC   Celtic Punk
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PAUL VICTOR

P 7

Vancouver, BC  Blues, Soul, Jazz
By no means a stranger to the fret-
board, Paul is an illustrious guitar 
player and smooth as silk vocalist. 
His melodies have a spirit of their 
own that runs true in his music. As a 
professional musician of 30 years, he 
played across the map of genres and 
hand-picked the strong elements of 
each of them and transposed them 
into his own blend of enhanced mu-
sical dynamic on many levels. The 
originality, captured emotion, and 
sheer musical ability in his music is a 
gratifying and uplifting experience. 

Paul impressively released two 
albums last year. The first was his 
instrumental, 'The Girl From Barce-
lona' featuring blissful chords and 
lead guitar work that's full of feeling. 
The various sounds on the album 
range from flamenco, jazz, fusion, 
to blues. Tracks like "Big River" and 

"I'll Fly Away" showcase just how communicative a guitar can be. The natural, 
honest feel in the guitar licks speak to you in an unspoken language. 'It's Over,' 
his most recent album released in December 2017, is a beautiful, heartfelt 
collection of songs that are full of love. The incredibly infectious, "Save Me" is a 
bright and catchy soulful track that will fill you with a warm feeling and leave 
you with the noteworthy hook in your head. The mellow and rich sounds of 
"Highway 69" has a laid-back, 70's blues-cruisin' vibe that's full of flying, legato 
guitar solos. The title track "It's Over" is a very personal, gut-wrenching, sor-
rowful song portraying the struggle of staying positive and moving forward af-
ter a relationship. The solo in the song is one of the most impactful, emotional 
pieces of guitar you'll hear nowadays with a crescendo of flying notes for a col-
orful burst of energy. Being the first album he sings on, it sets an attractive 
precedent for his music-to-come and begins the evolution of Paul's 
dreamy vocal style. Paul is cur- rently in the studio working on 
his highly anticipated new al- bum 'The River' which has had 
an excellent response from those who are close enough 
to the enigmatic musician to hear the recordings in 
progress. He is thrilled with how the songs 
have come togeth- er stating this new 
album will be "the one." Paul Victor's 
contribution to music is truly timeless. His 
inspiring lyrics, buttery smooth vocals and as 
endless supply of vivacious guitar riffs will have you 
craving more. Check out his music and make sure to get 
your hands on a copy of 'The River' this Fall! 
WAILmusicmag.com/paulvictor       J. Wesley - WAIL Music Magazine
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Powerful and passionate heavy 
rock with catchy hooks with an 
attention demanding level of 
skill. Deviating in-between a 
variety of sounds, you'll be do-
ing a double take just to make 
sure its the same band when 
the next song plays. This proj-

ect features gritty guitar licks ranging from various blues rock, modern hard 
rock to heavy metal. Main songwriter Jason Mintenko, shreds a mean guitar 
solo as well, showcasing a plethora of fast runs and unique composition of his 
guitar solos. Vocalist and guitarist Matt Mintenko, brings each and every track 
home with emotion filled precise vocals. He brings a very listenable approach 
to a heavy sound. Kato von Essen on the bass guitar fuels the fire with a heavy 
bass tone and melodic bass lines. With thunderous echoes of double kicks and 
heavy tom action, the drum stylings of Stefan Grabowski add a power that 
drives the sound right into your chest. Check out their upcoming shows as 
they can be found killin' it live all around BC and Washington.
darkstoneband.com      J. Wesley - WAIL 

Vancouver, BC   Hard Rock

Solvent 
of

Society
Langford, BC    Grunge, Punk
A modern, grungy take on 
breaking down societal norms 
and revealing the systems of 
oppression underneath. SOS has 
strong views on political cor-
ruption and anti-establishment 
undertones. Many people can 
relate to the lyrics of struggle, 
feeling lost in the world. Jake 
Sunstrum,  the main songwriter, 
sings, screams, strums punky 
chords, and tears into some sick guitar solos. Lead guitar and backup vocalist, 
Jaden Johnson adds some tasty rock n' roll licks and rips energetic solos. With 
his natural, groovy rhythm, Shaun Vanderheyen thrusts the music along with 
grounding bass lines. Drummer, Bryce Gillis, adds some technical beats, com-
plex fills, and stokes the fire, constantly keeping the band's intensity cranked up. 
Definitely keep an eye out for their upcoming full-length album later this year!
solventofsociety.bandcamp.com              - WAIL Music Magazine 
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ZALEA

Absolutely mammoth metal project with strong 
draws from punk rock concepts. Zany rhythms 
scatter across the progressions and a bizarre as-
sortment of genres like; sludge, mathcore, techni-
cal death metal, thrash punk and prog metal are 
incorporated into this anomaly of a project. The 
tone of Sean Luciw's 8 string guitar is EXTREME-
LY heavy, and the riffs he creates have lots of pe-

culiar timing and rhythms. On vocals, Sean has a gritty, deep and gnarled 
guttural tone that somehow resides between gutter punk and death metal. 
Kyle Lucas rips arduous bass lines on a 6 string bass with a distorted tone 
producing a behemoth resonance. Drummer Nick Pattie, has relentless 
energy and switches in between complex rhythms and time signatures so 
smooth it's criminal! Metal fans MUST hear these sounds of pure madness!
VolcanoCalculator.bandcamp.com            J. Wesley - WAIL

Hailing from Victoria, BC, Young Zalea is a 20 year old, 
multi-talented rapper on the rise. Unapologetically raw, authen-
tic and courageous, Zalea delivers a fearless voice, matched 
with old-school hip-hop beats, in her latest mixtape release 
titled, "Adolescence Anonymous", that dropped June 8, 2018. 
Aimed to inspire, support and relate to a Highschool aged 
audience, there is no shortage of teenage angst in her tone 

and lyrics. Her vast ability to spit quick rhythms, and 
her impressive poetic lyrical content, are demonstrated 
throughout each track. Drawing inspiration from her 

personal life experiences, Zalea addresses topics such as addic-
tion, the educational system, and global issues, with a most ad-

mirably blunt, vulnerable and genuine style. Be sure to check 
out our favourite tracks, "Arvella" and "Pills N Potions", 
along with the rest of this awesome mixtape.
         Jamie Rose McKeague-WAIL

Heavy, overdriven guitar, dynamic 
guitar solos, killer progressions, and 
a vocalist that WAILS... What's not 
to like? Steve Plantz hits some strik-
ingly high rock notes with his gritty 

vocals, all the while bustin’ fat blues-driven guitar riffs. He showcases a variety 
of strengths in hook writing and vocal range for a well rounded, kick-ass rock 
singer. On lead guitar, Myles Young rips some heavy, hard rock guitar work and 
lightning fast, heartfelt solos. The guitar work here is a phenomenal spotlight of 
this project. Stunning, progressive guitar parts really fuel the Under the Moun-
tain sound. Curt Patrick brings the thickness on bass, hucking deadly walking 
bass lines around. Fred Xie pounds the drums with fierce drum rolls and agile 
footwork blasting your ears and groovin to the music. All in all some bad ass, 
beer drinkin’, fist pumpin’ tunes that will get you movin’! Check out the sneak 
peeks at new tracks off of their new album being released later in 2018. 
underthemountainband.com               J. Wesley - WAIL

UNDERTHE
MOUNTAIN

Volcano Calculator
Kamloops, BC       Sludge/Prog/Death Metal

Nanaimo, BC
    Hard Rock

Victoria, BC     Hip-Hop
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Firing on all cylinders, 
CRNKSHFT is an explosive, 
drop-tuned, melodic heavy 
metal band fit for a stadium. With 
heavy breakdowns, catchy chorus-
es, and enticing progressions, these 
guys are constantly pushing their sound 
to the next level. They started making 
an impact on their local music scene 
with their debut EP ‘Hard F***ing 
Rock’ released in 2015. Their second 
release, a self-titled EP was produced by 
Darren Grahn and unleashed in August 
2017. This release forged new bonds between rock and metal genres on a 
broad spectrum adding listenability to their immensely forceful sound. 

Along with their crushing, heavy sound, they explore new territory with a 
variety of different moods and lyrical content. Vocalist Shane Jolie explains, 
“CRNKSHFT has a song for every mood and a song for every heavy listener, 
whether you want to be blitzed with aggression or wallow in some self-doubt, 
we’ve got your back.”  Shane is constructing powerful, ravenous music to 

bring it to the forefront by 
blending crushing melodies, 
WAILIN' intense screams and 
heartfelt, thunderous clean 
vocals. Guitarists, Geoff Way 
and Seb Mark Pulse compose 
emphatic melodic leads on 
guitar and crescendos beauti-
fully with insane runs up the 
fretboard and shredding skills 
you'll only see in true guitar 
heroes. The heavily distorted 
rhythm guitar riffs in the songs 
are hard hitting and heavy. 
They slam into your eardrums 

violently, chock-full of fury. The leads are slithery and dynamic, adding a lay-
er of droney grit with some killer pinch harmonics. They bring an energetic 
passion to the driving force of the well-oiled engine that is CRNKSHFT. Josh 
Lauze is an absolute metal machine on the drums. With impeccable timing, 
he adds tons of emotion to every beat he plays. He always keeps the music 
changing and evolving with his fills and adds a unique force to the sound. 

Vancouver, BC      Metal
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In their live shows, they play full throttle putting on an intense and high en-
ergy performance. With immersive breakdowns and buildups, they provide 
non-stop excitement and entertainment. They have a magnetic stage pres-
ence and fire up the crowd with plenty with audience engagements.

CRNKSHFT has 
been nominated 
for the West-
ern Canadian 
Music Award 
for Metal/Hard 
Music Artist 
of the Year; the 
only BC band 
in the category. 
The WCMAs 
presentation 
gala takes place 
in October on the final evening of the BreakOut West music conference and 
festival. Their single "Systematic" was added to the BreakOut West playlist. 
Soon after their 2017 EP release, the band toured across Canada ripping 
their tunes for local music scenes all over the country. During their tour, 
they were invited to play Indie Week, Canada's biggest indie music festival 
in Toronto. The west coast metal heavyweights made a huge impression at 
the festival, received a roaring applause of appreciation from the audience, 
and they're looking forward to returning in November 2018. 

The boys are hard 
at work writing new 
music and are stoked 
to be recording at 
Armoury Studios 
in Vancouver this 
summer. Come this 
fall they are releasing 
a new album that you 
can expect to be even 
heavier, louder and 
more refined than the 
last! As an essential 
part of the Canadian 
heavy metal scene, 

these guys have proven to be dedicated and persistent in establishing their 
unique sound and relentlessly unleashing fierce live performances. Make 
sure to follow them on social media for concert updates and the new album.
Check out the music video for the new single "Dark Side" on YouTube!
CRNKSHFT.com          J. Wesley - WAIL Music Magazine
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CLEMENTINE

Roadwolves
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Vancouver, BC Dark Grunge
A rock band with a post-punk twist. Their 
debut album called ‘Pastill’ is raw, melodic 
and evident of early grunge influence. The 
album was recorded with Kick Rox Re-
cords in 2018. The duo of Guy Mercredi 
(Guitar, Vocals) and Danny Echo (Drums, 
Bass, Backup vocals) deliver a solid 
record that will leave you wanting more. 
The opening track "Dividing Day" starts 

off the album right and fast. Leading into "Down Again," a track seemingly 
about loneliness, slows us down and makes us reflect. The record gets going 
again with "Another Fucked Up Day" which speeds the train back up again. 
"Come To" has some awesome harmonies between Guy and Danny leading 
into "Freddy," a slower rock ballad. "Pavement" and "This Is Our Time" hits 
us hard with solid rock riffs and shows the levels of talent between Guy and 
Danny. "Pastill" the last song the record really shows their grunge influences 
and how their sound progresses from the beginning of the album to the end. 
Look for this band to make a big splash in the Vancouver hard rock scene.
clementine.bandcamp.com         Joseph Sloan - WAIL

Kickin' it old school with firey guitar 
solos and a raspy, whiskey-fueled 
powerhouse vocalist, the spirit of  80s 
rock n' roll is thriving in this group. 
Roadwolves are always hungry to tear 
apart your senses with their savage 
live performance. The four members 
have been performing together under 
different names for the past decade 
all over southern Ontario. Their high 
powered frontman Eddie McKenna 
and his fierce set of pipes unleash a 
blistering rock screech that fills the 
room with wild excitement. Axeman, 
Alexander Rowe lays down dirty blues-rock riffs and explodes in a blaze of 
notes with sweltering, finger flyin' solos. Dylan Cassels is cool and collected 
providing back up vocals and adds a punch with some heavy bass lines and 
with some creative melodies. Jesse Karu kicks some groovy, rapid double 
kicks and adds a mammoth weight to the music, dominating the drums. Hell-
bent on delivering the world pure, raw, badass rock n' roll, this pack of wolves 
has a magnetic attraction to the stage and the endless road. 
roadwolvesrock.com      -WAIL Music Magazine

Stratford, ON Rock N' Roll

MKV
Formed in East Van, MK-V (aka 
Merlin Engine) is one Victoria’s 
most promising bands. Despite 
life changes and parting band 
members, the spirit of MK-V has 
persevered over the years con-
tinually entertaining audiences 
and pumping out cutting-edge, 
new music. Lead vocalist and guitar player, Karl Harrison has an incredible, 
diverse range of vocal styles from grungy rock as heard in "Hendrixle," to in-
tense, assailing metal screams heard in "Ruthless." On lead guitar, Scott Mur-
cheson (aka Murch) ravages the fretboard with jaw-dropping solos with great 
feel. Roberto Baeza adds strong harmonies that push the vocals to the next 
level and compliments the sound with pulsing bass lines giving the songs a 
steady flow. Tony Green is a lightning fast drummer who rips awe-inspiring 
fills with precise accuracy. WAIL got the privilege of experiencing their live 
show, and they gripped the attention of every person in the room with their 
high energy and charismatic stage presence. Currently, they are finishing 
an 11-song self-titled album set to release later this year featuring their best 
original songs that display their diverse and unique musical style. 
reverbnation.com/merlinengine    J. Wesley - WAIL

Danny Echo
Vancouver, BC  Alt Rock, Pop

Highly infectious and incredibly catchy, 
Danny Echo features an edgy and inno-
vative alternative rock sound. The songs 
have a sharp and attitude-filled approach 
to vocals with distinguished melodies 
that are moving and memorable. With 
sounds ranging from emphatic rock n' 
roll to wistful and placid acoustic songs 
to stadium pop grooves, the group 
boasts a plethora of different sounds and 
highly malleable musical talent. Danny 
and Mark Christopher have been writ-
ing songs together since the late 90's. 

Danny, Mark, and Brendan Tyndal are all on guitars to create a thick, rich 
wall of guitar melodies. Brendan and Mark have a dynamic and compatible 
affinity trading off riffs and solos. Mark is also the band's own producer and 
audio engineer. By day Danny is a special effects film tech so it's not out of 
the ordinary to see a smoking top hat, bubble machines and billowing fire 
extinguisher clouds in their theatrical live performances. Enrique Leflave 
adds some rich backup vocals and rocks the bass for the project. Recording 
drummer, Chris Warrunki brings an upbeat vibe with a 60's Brit-pop kind of 
style but live you'll likely see the hard-hitting Blair Macdonald. Dedication to 
their sound has brought them a long way and for good reason! Check out the 
single and music video for 'Atmosfear' released July 17, 2018. 
store.cdbaby.com/Artist/DannyEcho   J. Wesley - WAIL

Victoria, BC
Alt Rock, Grunge
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http://clementine.bandcamp.com
http://roadwolvesrock.com
http://reverbnation.com/merlinengine
http://store.cdbaby.com/Artist/DannyEcho


apollyon-ca.bandcamp.com

Kelowna, BC
Black/Death 

Metal

Intense and vehement 
are a few of the words 
that come to mind when 
Apollyon blast through 
the speakers. Drawing in-
fluences of Grindcore and 
Death Metal, they blend 
a breakneck formula of 
Deathgrind and Black-
ened Death Metal that is 
refreshing to hear in this 
age of Deathcore and pig 

squeals. The music shifts 
flawlessly from more tra-
ditional chugging Death 
Metal, to the guttural 
grind of the classic late 
'80's. The breakdowns are 
tastefully injected with-
out over-doing it and the 
solos are both intricate 
and melodic, grabbing 

you and making you 
want to bang your head. 
Drummer, Nic Depper 
displays great talent for 
laying down pummeling 
beats that flow with the 
music, but never com-
promises brutality. Dual 
guitars of Braden Farr 
and Jesse Hett, create the 
harrowing and frenzied 
atmosphere with impres-

sive skill, drawing you to 
every note. Unrelenting 
bass chops from Milan 
Bertucci round out the 
onslaught of instru-
ments, not to mention 
he and both guitarists 

lend their vocal skills as 
well. The brunt of vocals 
come from Matt Depper, 
who at times must be 
channeling a demon. His 
vocals can shift extreme 

metal styles effortlessly 
and stay away from the 
monotonous delivery that 
many bands fall victim 
to. The 4 track EP, 'Im-
molation,' is a great slab 
of Metal worthy of repeat 
listens. It sounds like the 
band has big plans for the 
future, as they will soon 

drop a full-length album, 
anticipating a fall release. 
How much they stay in the 
vein of their current style 
or branch off into new 
territory, will be greeted 
with much anticipation. 
Apollyon plays frequent 
shows in the Okanagan 
area and has upcoming 
ones in Vancouver as 
well as the Armstrong 

MetalFest. After another 
appearance in Kelowna 
in August, they head to 
Alberta for a few shows. 
Be sure to catch Apolly-
on this summer and stay 
tuned into their social 
media for any concert and 
album updates. 
     Jared Fournier- WAIL
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SCALEFIGHTER 
Kelowna, BC 

Melodic Hard Rock, Prog Metal
Metal music is meant to move your 
soul. It is purposeful and direct in 
its relentless pursuit of domination. 
Scalefighter's journey into the dark 
abyss is like a suit of armor man. 
You strap it on when the first song 
drops and it begins to take hold. 
Your head starts to rock with the 
rhythm of the track and that armor 
begins to feel like another layer of 
metal skin. You're now in Scale-
fighter's army!  

Scalefighter leads you on a perilous journey of destruction and mayhem. 
Dragging you kicking and screaming through the rubble left behind in the 
wake of powerful melodies and soulful lyrics. Vocals performed by Robin Lei 
Tietz, are edgy and new yet they leave you with a sense of belonging like you've 
been there before. From ballads to blazing soul burners, his thoughtful lyric 
envelopes you and the heart-pounding melodies rip away any doubt about the 
songs direction. Straightforward and powerful! Every track swells with a sense 
of rich, deep Metal heritage. The depth of Craig Passant's virtuosity on guitar 

is very tasty indeed. His riffage delivers and his 
approach is fresh. His solos are a testament to 
the genre and his melodic chops just crush it!  

An intricate tapestry of leads, vocals, and mes-
merizing rhythms. This band takes risks and has 
no fear! In a world of endless clones, Scalefighter 
stands alone. Especially in these days of stale, 
soulless cannon fodder that the music industry 
hurls at you. How refreshing to have new blood-
shed on the altar of rock and roll! 
    
Produced, performed, and written by multi-in-
strumentalist Craig Passant and vocalist Robin 

Lei Tietz along with Scotty Gamble supplying endless killer beats on drums, 
Co-Produced by Bob Gabelhouse, this project is like no other. The journey is 
filled with everything an aspiring fan could want. The story is told through lay-
ers of skillful song crafting, invoking metal from the gods of the 80's while still 
carving its own path. Impeccable musical skills and insane guitar riffs just keep 
coming at you! There is a flow, like the river of time, that winds through these 
tracks...leading you back to the source. Bringing you full circle, and once again 
your armor lies waiting...for the next assault. Their future is bright and their 
fans are legion. Pick up the album and join them.. you won't regret it! 

New Scalefighter album & music video releasing later in 2018!
scalefighter.ca     Morgan Toutant - WAIL
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http://apollyon-ca.bandcamp.com
http://scalefighter.ca


LUCKY MONKEY

Langley, BC
Psychedelic Blues Rock

Kelowna, BC        Blues Rock
A captivating rock n’ roll outfit 
tearin' up the live music scene 
in the Okanagan with their 
high energy shows. Cassidy 
Hritzuk, a true showman, 
hits some amazing high notes 
with his intense vocal range 
that creates an unforgettable, 
electric energy in their live 
performances. With phenom-

enal control and great feel, Cassidy meticulously shapes their sound with 
every well-placed vibrato in his mesmeric voice. Ryan Zeleznik on lead 
guitar, adds his flavor with powerful, bluesy rock riffs. He rocks some laid 
back, devil-may-care, soulful guitar solos. Dylan Losell, a deep groovin’ 
bass player, is an integral part of the sound with agile bass runs. Josh Evans 
throws down some creative drum fills, displays some rapid hand speed 
and kicks a mean blues-rock groove. With tracks like 'So Far Away,' its no 
surprise they are rapidly gaining momentum in the Canadian music scene. 
They do an outstanding job of fusing the old-school soul of rock n’ roll 
with the new age sounds of modern rock. Check out their upcoming show 
dates and keep your ears peeled for their upcoming album later this year! 
luckymonkeymusic.com     J. Wesley - WAIL

Seemingly right out of the 70’s, comes 
this original throwback psychedelic 
rock n’ roll band. You’ll love hearing 
these guys put their unique fresh spin 
on this old-school, groovy blues-rock. 
The dynamics of Trevor Van Riesen’s 
vocals on this project create a variety 
of atmospheres ranging from laid back 
and groovy, to hypnotic and sleepy to 
powerful rock screams! Servo has a 
catchy, melodic take on this dreamy and 
melancholy sound they've created. The 
flyin’ guitar solos really bring the tracks 
home and pack a satisfying punch in this project. They have a confident 
approach to every song and pull off these classic sounds in a chillin', noncha-
lant manner. Their tracks make you comfortable and mesmerized in a state 
of reminiscence of this unspoken familiarity. Keep an eye on these Langley 
rockers for their upcoming album “Everything Made Can Be Broken.”  
servoband.com     - WAIL Music Magazine
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Deep Down Yonder
Winlaw, BC     Psychedelic

Review of new album 'Journeys'
Psychedelic and groovy instrumental music featur-
ing cheerful and homely banjo sounds. Journeys 
has a trancelike effect on you constantly pulling 
and tugging your attention here and there play-
fully. Deep Down Yonder creates fun, catchy and 
light-hearted melodies with the banjo, dobro, bass, 
and intrigues you with captivating tones and sound 
effects. Articulate and skillful as it is peaceful and 
care-free, the explorative sounds and good vibes in 

'Journeys' will fondly stick with you. With a constant momentum, it drifts to new 
environments, feelings, and new musical territories. Tying all of this character to-
gether, the thoughtful, intricate track layering in the compositions make for a true 
masterpiece of dynamic musical atmosphere. This album has a nonchalant and 
eclectic vibe, combining a mountain sound with a chill electronic atmosphere. 
deepdownyonder.bandcamp.com                      -WAIL Music Magazine

Blues, folk-rock, and country 
feel with the hint of the harmon-
ica that soothes the soul and 
draws you back to your roots. 
The relaxed country feel with 
the edgy blues-rock, makes for a 
well rounded melancholy sound. 
Singer, Scott Guignon’s 20 years 
of songwriting is exposed in the 
new music and his southern style, bluesy vocals tug at your heartstrings. 
“Summer Solstice” will have you envision gazing right past a late sunset 
reflecting on your past days. Their music is exploring new territory with 
the new release of their third album 'New Age Mystery.' This is the kind of 
music that deserves for you to let go and truly experience it.
mindwiser.net         Misty Ferner - WAIL

VICIOUS 5150

Mindwiser
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Port Coquitlam, BC Hip Hop
With mad flow and a west coast style of 
his own Vicious 5150 (fifty-one-five-o) 
can spit some mad rhymes and conscious 
lyrics. With well over a dozen albums 
released, his tunes feature smooth beats, 
thick basslines and a raw, unfiltered hon-
esty. A lot of influence from groovy 90's 
rap shows up in the tracks and set the 

tones for his rhymes but his sound varies to fit many different moods. His 
lyrics have a strong introspective aspect to them but carry a light-heard-
ed aesthetic at time. At times he is philisophical, pokes holes in societal 
norms, and has strong politically charged lyrics wrapped up in a funky 
rapid-fire style. July 13th his brand new album was released. Check it out!
vicious5150.bandcamp.com             -WAIL Music Magazine

Edmonton, AB    Blues, Folk, Rock
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http://luckymonkeymusic.com
http://servoband.com
http://deepdownyonder.bandcamp.com
http://mindwiser.net
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INTOXICATED BY NATURE
“United they stand and drunk-
en they fall, Intoxicated By Na-
ture is riding the buzz of their 
newly-formed brand of guitar 
driven-rock, that’ll knock your 
dick off (or female genitalia 
equivalent) in the dirt. Infusing 
vocalist Stephen Selski’s stream 
of consciousness lyrics with 
James Shepherd’s blues-based 
riffs, IBN hails back to a time 
before auto-tumors infected 

the musical landscape to serve up their own 
fresh powderkeg of live energy and explosive 
anthemic hooks. Mix shots of Hendrix, Zep 
and Morrison with the 1970’s and you’ll get 
a strong after taste of what these boys are 
pouring their souls into.”       

Kraig X Wenman - WAIL

IntoxicatedByNature.com

White Rock, BC
Rock

Rockin' Engine
Powerful, catchy, melodic vo-
cals and blistering guitar solos 
in a well balanced, high energy 
sound that sits slyly right in 
between hard rock and metal. 
Steve O Leff (Vocals/Guitar)
and Ste Vy Leff (Lead guitar) 
lay down some killer guitar riffs 
with edgy draws from gritty 
80s metal, thrash metal and 
NWOBHM. Every song is a jam packed intricate masterpiece that will floor 
you with originality and powerful composition techniques. Nico Rioux rips 
some creative and progressive bass lines. Joel Bilodeau keeps this groovy, pis-
ton pumping, heavy feel on the drums and has an original, imaginative take 
on adding to the music. These guys are keeping the dream alive, repping an 
old school feel and doin it with a modern style. They are actively putting into 
their community and put together fundraisers for veteran support and breast 
cancer research. Make sure to follow these guys as their anticipated debut al-
bum 'Midnight Road Rage' is to be released on all major platforms Fall 2018! 
reverbnation.com/rockinengine1    -WAIL Music Magazine

Gatineau, QC    Heavy Metal

Check out the infectious music video for 
“Feeling Good” on YouTube and Get your 
hands on'The Red Album' at
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Boy Leadfoot Victoria, BC        Blues, Soul 
Peaceful and still, this project casts a laid-back 
ripple into your ears. Sultry, rhythmic vocal styles 
and echoing melodies set a sweet and warm at-
mosphere in this Boy's sound. With influences in 
R&B, Motown, and soul, they are pushing a time-
less sound untapped by the Canadian music scene. 
Vocalist, Max Gordon delivers smooth, groovy 
melodies that are filled with soul. Max lays down 
some leisurely guitar licks and at times, playfully 
dipping right out leaving illusive, empty spaces that 
will make you hold your breath. The drums deliv-
er mellow and dreamy beats that wane in and out 
complimenting the atmosphere. The smooth bass 
lines fill the tracks with floating halftime grooves. 
Max records all the instruments himself; for live 
shows Jack Pasay plays the drums and Ben Garri-
son is on bass. Their debut 'Turn-Buckle EP' starts 

off with "Swallow" that falls away into a bewitching ambiance with mesmerizing 
rhythms. "Sunshine" follows with reminiscent, daydreamin' vibes. "Take Easy" 
hits an edgier level with crunchy melodic guitar and bright leads. Next, they go 
to these smoky, old-school soul inspired sounds in "Subtle." Then, in grooves 
"Melting," funky and fresh with catchy lyrics and rhythmic smooth vocals. Last-
ly, the acoustic "Made to Last" reverberates in with a streaming slow pulse with 
a 'lookin-into-the-sunset kind of feeling. 'Turnbuckle EP" is an essential new 
piece of music for anyone who enjoys laid back, soulful blues.
boyleadfoot.com             J. Wesley - WAILmusic Magazine

Michelle Simpson
Kamloops. BC       Blues

Filled with passion and a love for classic rock n' 
roll, this motorcycle loving, blues-rock singer/
songwriter has been wowing audiences with 
well over 800 live performances under her belt. 
With a 60's blues-rock feel, her smokey, raspy 
and tantalizing voice puts you in a rhythmic 
trance. She blends elements of unique elec-
trified blues with soul-wrenching bliss. As far 
back as she can remember, all she wanted to do 
was share her music with the world. Whether 
it was through her singing or songwriting, she 
wanted to impact every individual with songs that touch deep into the heart of the 
listener. Her husband of over 20 years has been an inspiration to music on many 
levels. "He inspires me, motivates me and continues to be there with me on this mu-
sical journey." Her 2015 album 'Gypsy Queen,' covers a variety of topics hitting hard 
on overcoming heartbreak, relationships, and staying true to yourself.  A couple 
of months ago, she began working with a talented group of musicians to form The 
Michelle Simpson Band. The musically diverse band consists of Jeremy Kneeshaw 
(Guitar), Neil Brun (Bass), and Ron Corea (Drums). "We have such a great time 
entertaining people. I love sharing the stage with them." She is currently working on 
her third full-length album, release date to be announced and is also driven to ven-
ture writing songs for other artists. Listening to her music seems like the only way 
to get a glimpse into the mind of the mysterious Michelle Simpson, and her spirit 
resonates long after the music has ceased.
reverbnation.com/michellesimpson          Misty Ferner - WAIL
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http://www.turntablerecordsbc.ca
http://mnetradio.com

